: Abstmct# A decomposition is given for fini*.e ordered sets P and is shown to bc a unique decomposition in the sense of Brylawski. Hence there exists a universal invariant g(P) for this decomposition, and we c(Dmpute g(P) explicitly. Some modifications of this decomposition are considered; in particular, one which forms a bidecomposition toecther with disjoint union.
Introduction
Let p be a finite ordered set of cardinality /I > 0, and let s denote a chain (totally ordered set) of cardinality s. JohY XXI [ 31 considers a polynomial, which we shall denote by A(P), defined by A(P) = g es/IS ) s=l where es = e,(P) is the number of surjective order-preserving maps a:P+s(sox<yinP * o(x) < a(t)). Johnson's polynomial, called the reprew~tatioiy polynomial of P,, is closely relaied to the order pdynomial a(P) of P [4; 5, 5 191, defined by
S2(P) = fJ P, (Y)
s=l Let x and y be any two incomparable elements of P. Define the ordered sets Px y , P_/ and Pxy as follows: Pxdv is obtained from P &;I introducing the new relation x < J: (and all relations implied from this by transitivity); Pyx is obtkred by introducing Y < x; and Pj;;, Ss obtained by identifying x with V. Hence IP.$' I = /A:/ 1 := p, IPJcY 1 = p-1.
Johnson [ 3] &serves that (P) which is a polynomial in variables corresponding to the A-indecomposable elements. Clearly the Aindecomposable elements are just the chains s. Hence g(P) will be a polynomial in infinitely many variables z,, s = l:, 2, . . . .; and any A-invariant r(P) is obtained from g(P) by setting z, = r(s).
PL(P) = A(PxY ) + Acpy" ) -A(Pxy ) .

By defining
Our proof that (3) forms a unique decomposition automatically provides an expl tit expression for g(P). This situation differs from Brylawski"s decomp\Mion of pregeometries, where the universal invariant (the Ttrtte polynomial) is difficult to give explicitly. We will also consider some modifications of the decomposition (3) in particular one which allows us to in traduce disjoint union as a multiplicative d:,_ omposi tion forming a distributive bidecomposition together with the modified form of (3).
The A-decomposition
We wish to prove that (3) forms a unique decomposition. All of the properties are trivially veri ed except for uniquenetss, i.e., given any two decompositions of P into indecomposables s (obtAined by iterating (3)), the multiplicity of each chain s is the same in both. where FS = FS(P) is the numr5er of strict stujective order-preserving maps 7: P + s (so .x < y in P * r(x) < r(y)).
Proo-T.
Induction on p = IPI and on the number of incomparable pairs of ekments of P. The proposition is clearly true if P =: s. Now assume it is true for all P' with 1P'I = p-l, or with lP'/ = p bL t with less incomparable pairs than P. Thus from (3) one tL Decomposition of P into indecomposables is Hence we need only show for any incomparable pair X, y of P. NOW the number of surjective strict order-prescwing maps r: P -+ J* satisfying r(x) < r(y) is FS(PxJ' ); satisfying r(x) >t 7(k ]I IS @Jy,,s ); and satisfying r(x) = r(y)\ is G(Pxy ). From this fol.bws (4).
Corollary 2.2. The) universal A&variant g(P) is gi;<;i 6y
Hence any A-invariant l?(P) is given by P(P) = CFs r-(s) . 
The M-decomposition
Suppose P is (a disjoint union (direct sbm) of P, and P,. We consider icative decomposition (6)
(not to be confused with the direct product P, ): P2), which we call the M-decompositiolz. A
function I'(P) satisfying r(P) = F(P, ) r(P2)
is called an M-inva&znt of P. For instance, (-1 )P 5 i(P) .:s an M-invariant while (-l)* A(P) is not. Note that the ordered sets P which are both A-;and M-ildecomposable are still the chains s.
Suppose P consists of two disjoint points. Then appl;.Gng the M-decomposition we get P = 1 l 1, while by the A-decomposition, P = 2 + 2 + 1. These decompositions differ because the -M-decomposition is not distributive over the A-decomposition (in the sense of Brylawski). Hehce we mo&fy the A-decomposition by req L,Gq: that t in (3), x and y must belong to the same connected component (gr M-indecomposable factor) of P. This new deco;nposition we call t-k A-decomposition. It is easily seen that the A"-and M-decompositions form a distributive bidecompositton in the sense of Brylawski. Iknce by Brylawski's results there is a universal A'-and M-invariant t(P).
We state the results for t(P) corresponding to tho: .e for g(P). The proofs are basically the same and will be omitted. 
The E-decomposition
Suppose we modify the A-decomposition by whenever x and y are incomparable in R We call (7 j the E-&~ompo-sition off. Let e(P) be the number of ways of extending P' to a total order, so e(P) = ep = Fp. Then reasoning as in 5 2, we obtain : lfroposition 4.1. The only way of E-decomposing P into indecomposables is P = e(P) p.
Corollary 4.2,. irhe universal E&variant h(P) ks given by h(P) = (e(P) zp o
Some fkrther aspects of the number e(P) we discussed in [ 51 and T 1 fs 'J .
